Check out all of CJ Lyons’ Thrillers with Heart®:

NEW! For 2019:
Angels of Mercy Medical Suspense:
LIFELINES
CATALYST
TRAUMA
ISOLATION
TOXICITY, a short story (available only on the FlexPub store)

Lucy Guardino FBI Thrillers:
SNAKE SKIN
BLOOD STAINED
KILL ZONE
AFTER SHOCK
HARD FALL
BAD BREAK

Beacon Falls Mysteries, featuring Lucy Guardino:
LAST LIGHT
DEVIL SMOKE
OPEN GRAVE
GONE DARK
BITTER TRUTH

Renegade Justice Thrillers (featuring Morgan Ames):
FIGHT DIRTY
RAW EDGES
ANGELS WEEP
LOOK AWAY
TRIP WIRE

Fatal Insomnia Medical Thrillers:
FAREWELL TO DREAMS
A RAGING DAWN
THE SLEEPELESS STARS

Hart and Drake Medical Suspense:
NERVES OF STEEL
SLEIGHT OF HAND
FACE TO FACE
EYE OF THE STORM
Caitlyn Tierney FBI Thrillers:
BLIND FAITH
BLACK SHEEP
HOLLOW BONES

BROKEN, a YA Medical Thriller

WATCHED, a YA Thriller

THE COLOR OF LIES, A YA Thriller

STOLEN FUTURES, YA Science Fiction
QUEEN OF CHAOS
THIEF OF TIME
PAWNS OF DESTRUCTION

Shadow Ops, Romantic Thrillers:
CHASING SHADOWS
LOST IN SHADOWS
EDGE OF SHADOWS

BORROWED TIME, a Romantic Thriller

LUCIDITY, a Ghost of a Love Story

AJ Palladino Suspense Series (co-written with Erin Brockovich):
ROCK BOTTOM
HOT WATER